Engineering Targeted
Returns and Risks
Ray Dalio, founder of Bridgewater Associates, explains how to achieve
a 10% return with 10% to 12% risk.
updated 12/31/05

In the drive to solve their two biggest problems –
inadequate expected returns and overconcentration
in equities – institutional investors are increasingly
asking how they can engineer portfolios to realize
specified return and risk targets. As a result, interest in
financial engineering has recently accelerated.
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This article outlines the approaches we at Bridgewater Associates use to
engineer portfolios. In it, we break down returns into a few basic building
blocks, discuss these building blocks and describe how they can fit together.
Since there are only a few building blocks, which are easily understood, and
because these blocks can fit together in limited ways, our approach to financial engineering is straightforward and can be explained in just a few pages.
What this article cannot do, given the limitations of space, is describe the
substantial amount of research we have performed to stress-test these
concepts and the various nuts-and-bolts steps you can take to implement
them. I ask you to focus on the principles first, and then drill down later should
you find the concepts worthy of further consideration.
For lack of a better term, I will call the engineering process described in this
article Post-Modern Portfolio Theory (PMPT), because it builds on the
concepts of portfolio theory, and then goes a few steps beyond. The traditional
application of Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) first combines asset classes
based on their expected returns, risks and correlations, and once the asset
allocation mix is determined, identifies the best managers in each asset
class. By contrast, PMPT differs in three key ways: first, returns from alpha
and beta are separated; second, the sizes of alpha and beta are altered to
more desirable levels; and finally, far more diversified portfolios of each are
derived. As a result, a PMPT portfolio will not only have returns and risks that
are more calibrated to suit the investor's objectives, but also will be much
more diversified than the traditional portfolio.

Basic Building Blocks
Let’s assume you want to engineer a portfolio with a targeted return of 10%
and you want to do this with the lowest possible risk. What are your options?
Since the returns of your portfolio will be equal to the weighted average of the
return streams that comprise it, you will have to decide on a mix of return
streams that will average 10%. The three basic building blocks of all
returns are:

•

The risk-free return – Generally the return on cash, although the riskfree return should be whatever rate best neutralizes your risks
(for example, investors seeking real returns should use the return on
inflation-indexed bonds).
• Returns from betas – The excess returns of asset classes over the
risk-free return. For example, if the risk-free return is 2% and the
expected return of equities is 7%, the expected beta of equities is 5%. The
total return of an indexed portfolio of stocks can be broken down into the
risk-free return and the beta.
• Returns from alphas – The value added by managers, which is derived from
managers deviating from the betas.
Since total returns equal the sum of these three building blocks, and your
portfolio’s return will equal the sum of these, the first step in engineering a
portfolio to achieve your targeted return is to decide how much of the excess
return should come from betas and how much should come from alphas. This
is not a question that can be answered quantitatively. Instead, it is more
philosophical, because although betas and alphas both provide return
streams, they are very different.
Betas are limited in number (that is, not many viable asset classes exist),
they are relatively correlated with each other, and their excess returns are
relatively low compared to their excess risks, with Sharpe ratios typically
ranging from 0.2 to 0.3. However, betas are reliable – we can confidently
expect they will outperform cash over long time horizons.
Alphas, on the other hand, are different. Sources of alpha are numerous and
relatively uncorrelated with each other. However, their returns are unreliable,
with risk-adjusted returns slightly negative on average, even over long time
periods. The expected returns of alpha are slightly negative in aggregate for
two reasons: First, adding value is a zero-sum proposition – for one manager to add value, another one must lose. Second, there are transaction costs
and fees. The range of risk-adjusted returns around this slight negative average is enormous because, in this zero-sum game, exceptional managers can
produce excellent alphas while poor managers can have very negative ones.
Thus the rewards or penalties from choosing managers and balancing alphas
are very large. And unlike the returns from betas – where you can be confident returns will be positive over time regardless of which betas you choose
– returns from alphas will be negative if you do not choose wisely. If you select
alphas well, however, you can create a much better portfolio of them than of
betas because you have many more, less correlated, more attractive return
streams to combine into an efficient portfolio.

In order to achieve a targeted return (to use our example, 10% annually) that
is higher than the return that can be locked in via market pricing (say, 5%),
the investor must take some risk. The question then becomes, which risks are
you most comfortable taking? If you are comfortable taking beta risk and
uncomfortable taking alpha risk because you are not confident in your ability
to pick active managers that will add value, you may decide to engineer your
portfolio to only have beta risk. In this case, you will have to engineer a beta
portfolio to provide 100% of your 10% targeted return. Alternatively, if you
believe you can select managers who can add value, you may instead choose
to engineer an alpha portfolio to produce 100% of your targeted return.

Chart 1: Expected Return/Risk Levels for Various Asset Classes
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Most investors have backed into a mix dominated by betas, especially equities. Because the money allocated to an asset class typically determines the
type of active manager chosen, the heavy commitment to equities typically
results in alpha being dominated by equity managers. Therefore, the portfolio
derived via a traditional approach often exhibits much greater beta risk than
alpha risk (generally about 95%/5%), its overall beta is dominated by equities
(that is, the typical pension fund is 95% correlated with equities) and its alpha
is dominated by equity managers. This is anything but a diversified portfolio.
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Note: The chart above is for illustrative purposes only. It is based on Bridgewater analysis
of return and risk expectations from an independent study by Rocaton, a third party
consultant. No claim is being made that any account can or will achieve the theoretical
results shown above. This illustration should not be relied upon to make predictions of
actual future account performance.

In the PMPT approach, this mix of beta and alpha is explicitly chosen, and
both the beta and the alpha portfolios are much better diversified. Although
there is no "right" mix between beta and alpha, we believe we will see –
indeed, we are seeing – a significant shift increasing alpha’s share. However,
since we know alpha is zero-sum, choosing more alpha will not necessarily
increase returns; in fact, for approximately half the population, it will lower
returns. I am confident that managers who are smart at finding and
balancing alphas will be in great demand in years ahead, and those who can
identify managers capable of generating positive alphas and balance those
alphas well will produce extremely powerful results. In any case, the disparity of results in alpha portfolios will be enormous. I also believe, for reasons I
will explain later, that good managers' alphas will improve because investors
will increasingly allow them to balance their bets better.

Because the expected returns and risks of asset classes resemble those in
Chart 1, investors seeking higher returns tend to buy as much of the
high-returning asset classes (particularly equities) as they can stand, and
then sprinkle in some of the other assets (mostly bonds) for diversification. In
our example of trying to come up with a portfolio that has an expected return
of 10%, if we follow the traditional path, we would be forced to buy assets
that are in the upper right portion of Chart 1, with expected returns that average about 10% per year. As a result, our portfolio would not be diversified.
So, we would have to bet an awful lot on one or two asset classes to deliver
the desired 10% returns, in the time frame that is acceptable to us.
Alternatively, we could follow the traditional asset allocation process that
would result in our having a slightly more diversified portfolio, with quite a bit
of equities and some bonds, that would have an expected return that is
significantly below our target. Personally, either of these approaches would
make me very uncomfortable.

In the next two sections, I explain how we construct Optimal Beta and Optimal
Alpha portfolios. I want to emphasize that I am offering a menu of choices;
you are free to choose some and reject others.

The Optimal Beta Portfolio

However, since the risk-adjusted returns of asset classes are broadly similar
(and not reliably known), and since their expected returns are greater than
that of cash, the expected returns and risks of these asset classes can be
made similar and adjusted to deliver returns closer to your target by using
leverage or leverage-like techniques.* For example, lower returning asset
classes can be leveraged to have the same expected return as equities or,
with a bit more leverage, the 10% target. Chart 2 shows the expected
returns and risks of the same asset classes shown in Chart 1, but leveraged
to produce expected returns of 10%. You would now have many high-returning and high-risk asset classes to make up your portfolio. Imagine how
different your portfolio’s asset allocation mix would be if Chart 2, rather than
Chart 1, reflected your choices. Since in Chart 2’s case there are many asset
classes that have expected returns of 10%, you could create a much more
diversified portfolio that has an expected return of 10%. In Chart 2, we show
a diversified portfolio of the leveraged assets and the traditionally structured
portfolio, as well as individual asset classes leveraged to a 10% expected
return (based on the information shown in Chart 1). As conveyed, the
diversified "optimal portfolio" has a 10% expected return compared with the
traditional portfolio’s 6.5% return, while the risks of these two portfolios are
about the same. This is not theoretical, since leveraged asset classes can be
structured in this way, offering you choices such as those shown in Chart 2.

Perhaps the investment assumption in which a majority of investors are most
confident about is that betas, or asset classes, will outperform cash over
time. There are two reasons for this: first, the capitalist system is based on
this assumption, since the central bank creates cash, and those who have
good uses for cash will borrow and use it to achieve a higher return; and
second, investors want to be compensated for risk. Chart 1 illustrates one
consultant’s expected risks and returns of various asset classes.
While everyone’s expectations are a bit different, most investors assume that
riskier assets generally have higher expected returns. I believe that this
relationship exists because assets can be made "competitive" with each other
and "arbitraged" through the use of leverage. In other words, by borrowing
cash to buy more of an investment, one can raise both the expected return
and the expected risk of that investment. For example, through the use of
leverage, bonds can be made "competitive" with equities. Rather than being
theoretical, leveraging is constantly affecting the returns of asset classes.
For example, most higher returning, higher risk asset classes, such as
equities, private equity, venture capital and real estate, have higher risks and
returns because of their imbedded leverage, the leverage that exists within
the security. For example, the average debt to equity ratio of companies in the
S&P 500 is about 1:1, which raises their returns and risks.

* Betas have had, and are expected to have, ratios of excess returns to excess risks
(Sharpe ratios) of about .2 to .3. That is because a) there needs to be some extra return
to compensate investors for excess risk (so this ratio should be positive), but b) this ratio
can not be very positive because that would make these such certain investments that they
would attract substantial amounts of capital that would bid up their prices and lower their
expected return.
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For a portfolio exhibiting a 10% annual volatility, we estimate this higher
Sharpe ratio implies about 2.5% per year higher return than a conventional
portfolio. In other words, by following the PMPT approach to asset allocation
rather than the traditional MPT approach, the institutional investor can have
about 2.5% per year more return, with the same risk (or more return with
more risk). He can certainly achieve a 10% targeted return, while holding a
diversified portfolio of assets, without materially increasing his risks. Space
limitations prevent me from outlining a host of additional benefits, such as a
substantial reduction in fat tail risk, in this article.

Chart 2: Expected Return/Risk Levels for Various Asset Classes and Portfolios
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Is there a downside? Leveraging asset classes and holding a balanced
portfolio creates a different type of risk than holding a traditional portfolio with
lower expected returns and a higher concentration in equities. Whereas the
risk of the traditional portfolio is largely a function of the risk of equities, the
risk of this portfolio is that other asset classes will, on average, underperform
cash. We are exceedingly comfortable with this risk for reasons previously
explained, especially since we stress-tested since 1960 in several countries
and, most importantly, in the tightest money period of 1980-81. Further, the
amount of leverage required to create this type of portfolio is very low. If
investors can get used to looking at leverage in a less prejudicial, black-andwhite way – "no leverage is good and any leverage is bad" – I believe that they
will understand that a moderately leveraged, highly diversified portfolio is
considerably less risky than an unleveraged, non-diversified one.
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This concept – that most asset classes can be levered to produce similar and
higher targeted returns so that you can create a well-diversified portfolio with
expected returns that are consistent with your objectives – requires you only
to believe that the expected returns of the asset classes chosen are above
cash. If this is the case, then you know that the expected excess returns and
risks of these asset classes can be raised through leverage. Once you realize
you have this ability, then you can decide how you want to employ it. No longer
must you accept the risks and returns of asset classes as they come
pre-packaged in Chart 1.

My "All Weather" Portfolio
Following this approach, I created my own portfolio eight years ago for my
family’s trust assets. This portfolio consists of that mix of return streams that
I must decide on and stick with essentially forever. Because picking alphas
requires talent in those who select managers, and I could not be assured of
this after my death, I wanted the portfolio to be 100% based on beta and
geared to produce an equity-like return. I call the strategy "All Weather"
because it is designed to perform equally well in all environments. Table 1
shows the real-time returns of that portfolio since I started investing.

Once you choose asset classes adjusted to have similar returns and risks, the
main difference among these asset classes will be their correlations. If we
leverage up all the asset classes to have expected returns similar to equities,
a diversified portfolio of these assets will have an expected return that is
similar to equities, but with much less risk than either equities or a typical
portfolio that is a skewed mix of equities and other investments. That is
because all of the investments are adjusted to have the same expected return
as equities, they diversify each other much better than the "typical portfolio"
(which has a lower expected return than equities because it contains lower
returning assets and also has more risk because it is highly concentrated in
equities).

Table 1: All Weather beta strategy
QUARTERLY
RETURN

2Q96*
3Q96
4Q96
1Q97
2Q97
3Q97
4Q97
1Q98

What this process has done is eliminate the traditional trade-off between risk
and return conveyed in Chart 1, which has driven you to concentrate so much
of your portfolio in equities. It has also allowed you to create a diversified
portfolio of assets with targeted returns consistent with your objectives.
Following a traditional approach, a portfolio combining asset classes that
individually have Sharpe ratios of 0.2 to 0.3 would yields a portfolio Sharpe
ratio of about 0.4, with expected returns that are lower than equities. In
general, these traditional portfolios are also about 95% correlated to the
equity markets because most of the money is invested in equities and the
volatility of equities is much larger than the volatility of the other asset
classes. By combining the repackaged assets that have Sharpe ratios of 0.2
to 0.3, but have expected returns equaling equities (or your targeted return),
however, the portfolio Sharpe ratio is approximately 0.65 with an expected
return that equals equities (or your targeted return) and is uncorrelated with
any single asset class. The increase in the portfolio’s expected Sharpe ratio
from about .40 to about .65 implies an increase of approximately 65% in the
portfolio’s expected excess return, if the risk levels are held steady.
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* Data starts in June 96 and ends in December 05

For the period of August 2001 through present the performance shown is based on the returns
of Bridgewater’s All Weather portfolio, LLC. This portfolio is the best representation of the All
Weather strategy. For the period June 1996 (the inception of the strategy) through August
2001 the performance is based on the returns of the Bridgewater All Weather strategy as
implemented for Bridgewater's principals and their affiliates and was not fully hedged to the US
Dollar. The All Weather strategy currently is fully hedged, and the performance reflected after
August 2001 includes these hedging transactions. The performance provided is net of fees and
includes the reinvestment of all interest, gains, and losses. The net of fees returns have been
calculated using our standard fee schedule for a minimum size account, which are the highest
fees we have or would currently charge an account. Investment advisory fees are described in
Part II of Bridgewater’s Form ADV. No representation is being made that any account will or is
likely to achieve returns similar to those shown. Trading in futures is risky and can result in losses as well as profits. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE
RESULTS.
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This is how we create Optimal Beta. As I mentioned, the basic concepts are
very straightforward. So think about them and if you find them interesting
enough to pursue further, I invite you to dig deeper.

Table 2 shows the simulated results since 1970 of the All Weather strategy
with a 10% per year targeted return. We show its results relative to those
of a simulated typical portfolio, i.e., a 60/40 S&P 500/Lehman GovernmentCredit mix. As shown, the All Weather strategy calibrated at this level would
have the same return as the traditional portfolio with less than 60% of the
risk of the traditional portfolio. In addition, drawdowns were far smaller than
those of the standard 60%/40% asset mix over one- and two-year time
frames. Because the All Weather strategy has a substantially better Sharpe
ratio than any of the alternatives, it could have been calibrated to deliver
either higher returns with the same (or even less) risk, or the same returns
with lower risk, than the alternatives.

Now let’s say that you do not like these concepts and that you want to follow
the traditional asset allocation process, conventionally looking at the risks and
returns of assets (as shown in Chart 1). Then You will either have to
concentrate all of your assets in a limited number of asset classes that have
expected returns that average 10%, or you will have to get more alpha. That
begs the question, how can you get more alpha?

The Optimal Alpha Portfolio

Table 2: Beta portfolios
Simulated
Typical
Portfolio

Total Return
Excess Return
Risk

The basic principles in creating an Optimal Alpha portfolio are the same as
those behind the Optimal Beta Portfolio – create a well-diversified portfolio of
uncorrelated return streams calibrated to balance each other and to deliver
a targeted return. The only difference here is that we apply these principles
to alphas instead of betas.

Simulated
All Weather
Portfolio

10.7%

10.7%

3.5%

3.5%

10.3%

5.4%

Sharpe Ratio

0.34

0.65

Worst 1 Year

-30.3%

-7.5%

Worst 2 Year

-27.8%

4.8%

There are two ways an Optimal Alpha portfolio can be created. The first, and
currently the most popular, is via alpha overlay; the second is to create a
portfolio of different alphas, regardless of the asset classes in which they are
generated. In both cases, alpha is independent from beta and is overlaid on
the beta. For example, when Bridgewater provides alpha overlay, each client
chooses its beta and benchmark (we now manage to 26 different benchmarks), which we replicate and then overlay with our "Pure Alpha." The client
specifies a targeted tracking error (risk) for the alpha. Following the second
approach, each manager’s alpha is viewed as a separate return stream and
combined into one alpha portfolio. Although we consider the second approach
to be the best, both lead to significant improvements from conventional
techniques. In both cases, most of the basic concepts are the same.

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL
TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS
MAY HAVE UNDER - OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET
FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE
ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT.
There are a number of judgmental decisions made in the creation of these returns. For example,
US IL bonds were not in issuance from 1970 to 1997. Returns for these IL bonds have been
simulated based on Bridgewater's estimates of real yields for those time periods. Performance
for other asset classes is based on published data of major index providers (e.g., Standards &
Poors, Lehman Brothers, Morgan Stanley, etc.) Additional information regarding the construction of these returns is available upon request. The performance provided is gross of fees and
includes the reinvestment of all interest, gains, and losses. Returns will be reduced by investment
advisory fees and any other expenses that may be incurred in the management of any portfolio.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses
similar to those shown. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE
RESULTS.

The traditional approach to investing often leads to an undiversified portfolio
of relatively poor alphas because the alphas are tied to the betas, rather than
being chosen on the basis of what source is best. For example, because most
traditional investors have a large amount of money invested in domestic
equities, they have a large amount of alpha coming from domestic equities.
Not only is the alpha portfolio poorly diversified, because too much of the
alpha is coming from domestic equities, but because the domestic equity
market is one of the toughest markets to generate alpha in, the alpha is
smaller than it would be if it were chosen on its own merit, without a link to
a particular asset class.

Chart 3 shows the accumulated returns above cash (as represented by the
3-month US Treasury bill rate) over the past three years for an actual All
Weather mandate with the same asset mix as Table 2.

Chart 3: All Weather beta strategy
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Choosing the best alphas and creating a diversified portfolio of them –
whether that is achieved by allowing each manager to diversify his alphas or
by using many managers’ alphas to create a well-diversified total portfolio of
alphas – will yield radically better results than the traditional portfolio. For
proof, compare the results of Alpha Portfolio 1 and Alpha Portfolio 2 in Chart
4. Each pie represents 100% of the opportunity set and each slice of the pie
represents one alpha sources as a percentage of all of the alpha sources. In
our example, the average information ratio of each slice of both pies is 0.35.
So, the alphas in Alpha Portfolio 1 and Alpha Portfolio 2 are equally good.
However, because Portfolio 2 contains more, better balanced, and less
correlated sources of alpha, its information ratio is approximately 2.5 times
better than Portfolio 1.
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The performance information shown in the chart above is based on the returns of the Bridgewater
"All Weather" strategy net of fees. No representation is made that any account will or is likely to
achieve returns similar to those shown. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE
OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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sizes of their alphas to suit the client’s tastes – for example, one client might
choose a 3% tracking error while another might choose 6%. All alpha
managers will compete with each other, without regard to the betas. Rather
than "equity managers" competing with other "equity managers" in the
investor’s equity piece of the pie, all alpha generators will compete with each
other for the whole enchilada.

Chart 4: Structuring an optimal alpha portfolio
Alpha Portfolio
Portfolio 1 1
Alpha

Sources
Value Added:
6 6
Sources
ofofValue
Added:
Average correlation: 0.25
Average
correlation: 0.25
IR per slice: 0.35
IR per slice: 0.35
Implied IR: 0.56
Implied IR: 0.56

AlphaPortfolio
Portfolio 2 2
Alpha

Hedge funds are making progress along these lines, in part because they have
the most freedom to engineer their alphas. These funds are helping to foster
change throughout the investment industry, causing investors to ask
themselves if they should let their traditional managers operate by the same
rules as hedge funds. But hedge funds will be forced to change as well. In this
new paradigm, investors will realize that there is no such thing as a hedge
fund asset class. When one makes an allocation to hedge funds, one is
really investing into a bouillabaisse of different betas and alphas, but mostly
alphas. These alphas can be overlaid on top of just about any asset class. For
example, an investor can compare the alternative of having his domestic
equities (benchmarked against the S&P 500, say) managed by a domestic
equity manager who has a tracking error of 4%, or buying S&P 500 futures
and investing 50% of his money in a hedge fund-of-funds that has a tracking
error of 8%. So traditional managers, hedge fund managers, and alpha
overlay managers will all compete to produce the best alphas.

Sources
Value Added:
77 77
Sources
ofofValue
Added:
Average Correlation: 0.04
Average
correlation: 0.04
IR per slice: 0.35
IR per slice: 0.35
Implied IR: 1.40
Implied IR: 1.40

In other words, the increased diversification from additional sources of
lower-correlated alphas (that are better balanced) can lead to a much higher
return per unit of risk. Since alphas can be calibrated, you can choose whether
to use this improved ratio to derive a higher expected return with
comparable risk, or a lower risk with a comparable return. The alpha overlay
manager’s ability to create a well diversified portfolio of alphas is improved
because alphas can come from diverse places and can be balanced well,
providing a dramatic advantage over the traditional manager who cannot
diversify and balance alphas as well. We have found that, by following this
general approach, information ratios can increase by factors of two to
four times.

I am convinced these changes will happen extremely fast and trigger profound
changes in both investing and the investment management business.

The concept here – the total return of a portfolio equals the return of the asset
classes invested in, plus the managers’ alpha – is equally true if the alpha is
produced in the same markets as the asset class or in different markets. A
portfolio constructed by independently choosing the asset class (beta) and the
alpha is not riskier than one managed by following the traditional approach,
where the alphas come from the same markets as the betas. However, by
choosing alphas from wherever they are best obtained and creating a much
more diversified portfolio of alphas, you can produce much better risk-adjusted alphas through a properly executed alpha overlay strategy.

Ray Dalio is President and Chief Investment Officer of Bridgewater Associates,
based in Westport, CT.
This research is based on Bridgewater Associates, Inc. analysis and on current public
information from sources that we consider reliable, but we do not assume responsibility for
the accuracy of the data. We obtain economic and market data from government and
private sources. Major external databases used include statistics compiled by the
International Monetary Fund, central monetary authorities of G-8 countries, the OECD, the
Commerce Department, and external data vendors, such as DRI, DataStream,
and Bloomberg.
The views expressed are solely those of Bridgewater Associates, Inc. and are subject to
change without notice. You should assume that Bridgewater Associates Inc. has a
significant financial interest in one or more of the positions and/or securities or derivatives
discussed. Bridgewater Associates Inc. employees may have long or short positions in and
buy or sell securities or derivatives referred to in this research. Those responsible for
preparing this research receive compensation based upon various factors, including, among
other things, the quality of their work and firm revenues.

In summary, we believe that an enhanced ability to better balance the returns
coming from alpha and beta; creating more diversified beta portfolios
calibrated to one’s targeted returns; and creating better and more diversified
alpha portfolios, also calibrated to one’s targeted returns, investors can
dramatically improve their portfolio’s overall results.

This research is for informational and educational purposes only and is not an offer to sell
or the solicitation of an offer to buy the securities or other instruments mentioned. It does
not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment
objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual investors. Investors should consider
whether any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular
circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price
and value of the investments referred to in this research and the income from them may
fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not
guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Certain transactions, including those
involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not
suitable for all investors. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the
value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments.

The Future of Investment Management
Since I firmly believe in the inevitability of evolution, and I believe this PMPT
approach to structuring portfolios is substantially better than the more
traditional MPT approach, I am confident that the investment management
industry will evolve toward having two broad types of investment managers –
those who efficiently create betas and those who are alpha generators. Many
of the alpha generators will replicate the betas and throw them in free of
charge (as we do now). Alpha generators will produce their alphas in the best
ways they can, unconstrained by not having to link them to betas, though they
will be more constrained by sensible controls (that is, controls that limit their
concentration risks or their VaRs). These alpha managers will also adjust the
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Disclosures:
Information contained herein is only current as of the printing date. Markets may be higher or lower than what is shown herein and information
and analysis that may be time sensitive in nature may have changed materially and may no longer represent the views of Bridgewater Associates.
Statements containing forward-looking views or expectations (or comparable language) are informational in nature and actual performance could,
and may have, differed materially. As is such, information and performance contained herein may have been revised or amended. Current
information and performance are available. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
Bridgewater All Weather Strategy Net Performance Disclosure:
For the period June 1996 (the inception of the strategy) through August 2001 the performance is based on the total return of the Bridgewater All
Weather strategy as implemented for Bridgewater's principals and their affiliates and was not fully hedged to the US Dollar. The All Weather
strategy currently is fully hedged, and the performance reflected after August 2001 includes these hedging transactions. For the period of August
2001 through present the performance shown is the actual total returns of the longest running fully funded All Weather account. For the entire
history excess returns are calculated by subtracting the cash return of the US repo rate from the total returns described above. Of note, the All
Weather strategy’s target leverage, volatility and return, as well as the asset mix varied from June 1996 to July 2005. From August 2005 through
the present the strategy has targeted 10% volatility. Bridgewater manages additional All Weather portfolios not included in this performance
history.
The performance provided is net of fees and includes the reinvestment of all interest, gains, and losses. The net of fees returns have been
calculated using our standard fee schedule for a minimum size account, which are the highest fees we have or would currently charge an account.
Investment advisory fees are described in Part II of Bridgewater’s Form ADV. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely
to achieve returns similar to those shown. Trading in futures is risky and can result in losses as well as profits. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

All Weather Strategy Performance (Net of Fees)
Total
Return
-0.7%
Last 1 Year (Ann)
10.6%
Last 3 Years (Ann)
12.2%
Last 5 Years (Ann)
9.1%
Last 7 Years (Ann)
Annualized Returns Through Jan-07

Net Since Inception (Jun-96) through Jan-07

Annual Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio

10.3%
10.0%
0.63

Performance as of the current month is estimated and subject to change.
Individually Managed Accounts: Individually managed account performance will vary based on constraints, funding levels and other factors.
Terminology:
Value added (or excess return) is calculated by subtracting the official returns of each account's specified benchmark from the total return
experienced by the account over a given period.
Volatility of value added (or tracking error) refers to the standard deviation of monthly value added over a given time period. Standard deviation
of monthly value added is one possible measurement of portfolio risk.
Target volatility (or target tracking error) is an indication of the long-term expected volatility of value added.
Information ratio is calculated by dividing the value added experienced over a given period by the volatility of the value added during the same
period.
Past value added and past volatility are not necessarily indicative of future value added and future volatility. There can be no assurance that the
future value added and future volatility actually reflected in accounts will be at historical levels or levels either specified in the investment
objectives or suggested by our forecasts.

